ENGAGING FAITH

SPRING 2020 CHAPEL SERIES

WEEK 1
MON. JAN. 13: DR. DEANA PORTERFIELD | PRESIDENT | ROBERTS
WED. JAN. 15: MLK CHAPEL: PANEL: “BELOVED COMMUNITY”
FRI. JAN. 17: PASTOR G. COLEMAN | CAMPUS PASTOR | ROBERTS

WEEK 2
MON. JAN. 20: PASTOR G. COLEMAN | CAMPUS PASTOR | ROBERTS
WED. JAN. 22: ASH WED. | DR. KRISTEN HELMS | ASST. PROFESSOR | ROBERTS
FRI. JAN. 24: KYLE SULLIVAN | RESIDENT DIRECTOR | ROBERTS
SAT. JAN. 25: KING FOR A DAY MLK SERVICE PROJECT
SUN JAN: 26: STUDENT-LED CHAPEL | ELLEN STOWE

WEEK 3
MON. JAN. 27: MARK BUCHANAN | AUTHOR | ASSOC. PROF. | AMBROSE UNIV.
WED. JAN. 29: MARK BUCHANAN | AUTHOR | ASSOC. PROF. | AMBROSE UNIV.
FRI. JAN. 31: REV. WALLY FLEMING | ADJUNCT PROFESSOR | ROBERTS & NES

WEEK 4
MON. FEBRUARY 3: CELEBRATING BLACK HISTORY | PANEL
WED. FEBRUARY 5: ASH WED. | DR. KRISTEN HELMS | ASST. PROFESSOR | ROBERTS
FRI. FEBRUARY 7: NO CAFE CHAPEL

WEEK 5
MON. FEBRUARY 10: ENGAGING SPIRITUAL FORMATION
WED. FEBRUARY 12: ENGAGING SPIRITUAL FORMATION
FRI. FEBRUARY 14: NO CAFE CHAPEL

WEEK 6
MON. FEBRUARY 24: CARRIE STARR | DIRECTOR OF ADVANCEMENT | NES
WED. FEBRUARY 26: ASH WED. | DR. KRYSTEN HELMS | ASST. PROFESSOR | ROBERTS
FRI. FEBRUARY 28: PASTOR G. COLEMAN | CAMPUS PASTOR | ROBERTS
SUN. MARCH 1: STUDENT-LED CHAPEL | COX AUDITORIUM

WEEK 7
MON. MARCH 2: DAVE HAM | ASSOCIATE PASTOR | TIME SQUARE CHURCH
WED. MARCH 4: PUSH PHYSICAL THEATRE
FRI. MARCH 6: REV. WALLY FLEMING | ADJUNCT PROFESSOR | ROBERTS & NES

WEEK 8
MON. MARCH 9: REV. WALLY FLEMING | ADJUNCT PROFESSOR | ROBERTS & NES
WED. MARCH 11: DR. DARA DELGADO | ADJUNCT PROFESSOR | ROBERTS
FRI. MARCH 13: DR. DARA DELGADO | ADJUNCT PROFESSOR | ROBERTS

WEEK 9
MON. MARCH 16: PASTOR G. COLEMAN | CAMPUS PASTOR | ROBERTS
WED. MARCH 18: KAYLEIGH SCHUMSKE CLARK | PASTOR | UNIONTOWN FMC
FRI. MARCH 20: KYLE SULLIVAN | RESIDENT DIRECTOR | ROBERTS

WEEK 10
MON. MARCH 23: DR. DOUG CULLUM | VICE PRESIDENT | NES
WED. MARCH 25: HERB ALEXANDER | DIRECTOR OF DIVERSITY & EQUITY
FRI. MARCH 27: PASTOR G. COLEMAN | CAMPUS PASTOR | ROBERTS

WEEK 11
MON. MARCH 30: KEN MEDEMA | SINGER SONGWRITER
WED. APRIL 1: JOHN LAMAIJO | NEW YORK DIRECTOR | CRU
FRI. APRIL 3: DR. DARA DELGADO | ADJUNCT PROFESSOR | ROBERTS
FRI. APRIL 3: OUT OF THE DARKNESS CAMPUS WALK | 10AM - 1PM | LOWER VAC

WEEK 12
MON. APRIL 6: ENACTUS TEAM | ROBERTS
WED. APRIL 8: MENTAL HEALTH AWARENESS
FRI. APRIL 10: NO CAFE CHAPEL | EASTER BREAK

WEEK 13
MON. APRIL 13: NO CAFE CHAPEL | EASTER BREAK
WED. APRIL 15: GLEN WILLOCK | ASST. PROF. OF HEALTH ADMIN. | ROBERTS
FRI. APRIL 17: REV. WALLY FLEMING | ADJ. PROFESSOR | ROBERTS & NES
SUN, APRIL 19: STUDENT-LED CHAPEL | LIBRARY LAWN

WEEK 14
MON. APRIL 20: JULIANA KETTINGER | STUDENT ASSOCIATION CHAPLAIN
WED. APRIL 22: ROBERTS SERVING THE WORLD | STUDENT MISSIONS EXP.
FRI. APRIL 24: FINAL CAFE CHAPEL CELEBRATION

WEEK 15
MON. APRIL 27: SENIOR TESTIMONY CHAPEL
WED. APRIL 29: PASTOR G. COLEMAN | CAMPUS PASTOR | ROBERTS
FRI. MAY 1: NO CAFE CHAPEL
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